Your risk-free entry into the crypto economy
With its digital asset banking, InCore Bank has set itself the goal of providing small and medium-sized financial
service providers with an easy entry into the crypto economy.
Experts agree that in the future investors will not only accept investment instruments of the crypto economy, but even
expect them. We want to contribute to this development by building bridges between end customers, banks and trading platforms and thereby offer added value for all. In this way, we can achieve the goal that crypto currencies and other
digital assets can be managed as simply and easily as a traditional asset.

We manage your transactions so that you can make it easier for your customers to invest in the future. Benefit from our
expert knowledge as well as our network!

Customized services for the main crypto currencies
Our services are individually customized to meet your needs:


We offer you access to our network of partners in the field of crypto economy.



We manage the transaction process including brokerage, secure custody, transfer, AML verification etc.



Using the proven channels to InCore Bank, you can offer your customers crypto currencies and other digital
assets in the same way as traditional assets.



Your end customer can manage his portfolio conveniently via online banking.



We take care of the settlement and clearing on the market for you.



We can consistently segregate the portfolios for you at customer level so that you do not require additional
regulatory equity.



As an additional service, we provide suitable crypto training and support for integration projects with the
Finnova core banking system.

In a first step, the offer applies to the most important crypto currencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, Litecoin and
Bitcoin Cash and will be extended to further products depending on individual client needs. As a FIAT currency for trading, we primarily offer CHF and EUR, but other currencies are also supported.

Secure storage of the private keys
InCore Bank offers a highly flexible and secure solution for storing private keys. Access to the crypto assets can be either
highly automated or carried out as part of a freely definable release process with several authorization levels.
Our offer combines the advantages of hot and cold storage to a secure and flexible solution. Assets are accessed via
specially secured approval terminals for transaction release by a Hardware Security Module (HSM). We rely on renowned Swiss companies whose products are reliably in operation at several financial service providers. The private
keys never leave the highly protected and redundant security infrastructure.
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Seizing new investment and trading opportunities
As this process is built into our proven core banking system, you can offer the full range of services using traditional and
crypto economics combined without worrying about settlement, security and equity requirements.
This creates completely new investment and trading opportunities for our partner banks, which can be implemented
very easily and quickly. Finally, with InCore Bank at your side you have a proven expert with long-term experience in
banking.
We believe that our services provide an interesting opportunity to provide our client banks and their customers with an
easy access to crypto economics.

Questions about the B2B offer of InCore Bank in crypto economy or digital asset banking will be
gladly answered by:
Michael Baumgartner, Head of Sales Transaction Banking & Digital Assets
michael.baumgartner@incorebank.ch | +41 44 403 93 20

Further information


Crypto economy challenges the banking industry



InCore Bank CEO Mark Dambacher in a video interview with finews.tv
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